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INthis-味。fhis t山heau…
pen pictures of life ;'Ild personalities in Japan， the subjects dealt with in. 
cluding the Japanese mind， kimono，“happy".coated Tokyoites， komuso， 
Mr. Salar:ed Man's wife， working women， overworked students， Tokyo's busi-
ness centre， the Ginza， hiking in the country，“yose" entertainment， pocket-
warmers， the revue stage， etc. 
“Mr. Fukuda，" wrote The Times， London， when reviewing his previous 
book，“combines an intimate knowledge of men and events in his own country 
with considerable experience of the outer world， and the style of his writing 
shows that he has acquired not only the technique， but a good deal of the spirit， 
of English.language journalism，" 
What isperhaps most notable about “The J apanese at Home" is that， as 
Mr. Don Brown aptly points out' inhis preface to the present volume， Mr. 
Fukuda succeeds where the others fail by writing informaly of what may be 
described as the“human" aspccts of Japan， instead of throwing himself into 
strained arguments that neither attract nor convince， although he is no less 
eager than others to have foreigners understand and like Japan. 
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One 01 the Most ~αlked田 01-
Books in 1936 in the Woγld. 
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Sf"JIIU! (Jf重'teP，'ess吃61.聡重量亀ell制
'T;nuぞ..New York :-He sets down what he saw and heard ancl lear口町1in 
lVJicrone己ia，and he writes wi巾 objectivily，with the obvious det巴rmination(0 be 
fair， ancl with sust;;inec1 gooc1 temper ancl goocl mann巴rsas weli 
risIl:Il I.ff~I!1自Zi'iH'、 1\セw York:-杭Til1ardPrice's SOUTlI SE 九 .AD\'E~"JT U RE SUCn 
cessfully combines a cle!ightful sty!e. many fresh scenes imaginativeIy described， 
I and日greatcleal of very vainable information on the islards of Micronesi<J， parti. Ii
cularly in relalion to J apan， who holds the mandate over four(eeηhu日dreclof I 
them. The book Iws the c!ose charm of personal adventure， for the au(hor司nd
(t釘g
bou 口ders as the 0 口Iy An山 encz.u口1Jourr口1<.えiistto e剖[日¥(A三e、，rthi，芯 51はI日山1日]又e iVCり、)rけi乙d，but has 
m泣ぷ刈c1e巴 立烈o旧O配ω、J、u入ntln時gof 1、l凶日 OL凶)市S印悦削(日白う刊rvall凶ons花忘.
Star I;;a!ll'f~. 入?口uark， 入1.1. :----.Here this Americ:an (Mr. fうice)witnessed a 
life as remote from ()ur ()w[l 38 that o[ (he 8tone age，ιl11d his accollnt ()f local 
finances， superstitions， class distinctions and rnorality is as curiuus and arnusing 
a tale of personal adventure as tIle year has yet brought fonh. 
Ti."貯S.1.05 Angeles， Cal. :-.For information on an acute sitllation and for 
some of the finest reac1ing that }，as come our way in a long time， we unreservedly 
commend this book. It is scrupulously fair， and it is not wriUen by alarmists， 
even though its implications昌realarming. 
Saturday Il世');f"!W011 Liter副 ture:-Mr. Pric巴 hasdeftly blended a 
tale of travel with a study of social and political significance. Mr. Price's book 
is as delightful in style as it is， apparently， clear in vision， and its fifty photo. 
graphs are excellent. 
軍ブ'hrOll;cl向 SanFrancisco， Cal. :-This “South Sea Adventure" should fi!1d a 
wide and ready market. Partly for sheer entertainment and partly for the sake 
of being well informed O!1 a subject of vital interest， every intelligent American 
should read what he has to say. 
Ti.n昭島 Louisville，Ky. :-.-Living with natives who have had on1y the slightest 
contact with the white races， the Prices gleaned a store of such informatio!1 as 
rarely finds its way into travel works these days. Yet it is tl、epolitical ~ignifi . 
cance of the Pacific to the rest of the world that gives real vallle to the book. 
'J'ribune. Oakland， Cal. :一-Abook of double interest and many surprises， a 
South Sea journey which looks to past and future， a tale which is languのrous
and challenging. 
Tlle Spee正atQr.London :-He is an expert mingler of fact with personal 
anecdote， and tells what he saw and heard in the ]apanese mandated islanc1s of 
Micronesia brightly and not too learn巴dly.
Bir17unyhulll ，ftj直，uduyi，_rerCar!1 :-Mr. Willard Price is a writer of 
such delightful skill， that 1 should like to quote him at length. 1 c心mpromiseby 
urging you to get hold of his whatever m巴ans.
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Thi. book trIes to .haw the inevitability 
of the changes and the compromise be-
tween the Old and the New in al phase. 
of nationallife in the ls1and Empire. The 
$ubject is dealt with from an angle nevel' 
before attempted by any writer and on~ 
which only a ]apanese could take. 
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system of government to interfere with 
them. Consequently, all previous uprisings 
have left remarkably little permanent trace 
By JAMES TRUSLOW ADAMS Those who arrived at the top ceased to on our institutions. 
It appears to me that the big business bother about privilege, because privilege But condit ions have now changed, as we 
men, the "captains of industry," as they was · to their advantage, but the vast rna· shall particular ly note later. The change 
were called a few decades ago, have reach· jority, who had not arrived, rebelled was first mark,ed about the time of Bryan's 
ed a definite crisis with reference to their about once a generation against the ac· defeat and has been going on at a rapid 
permanence as apart of our modern social cumulated abuses of the rugged-individu- pace since. Opportunity for the small man 
machinery. It is not merely that they will alist system. Politically they seized power of merely modest talents may not have 
have to recognize a greater social respon· at regular intervals, until defeated under wholly passed from America, but it is now 
sibility but that they will have -:------------------------- to be found under conditions dif· 
also to develop statesmanlike A SNO \VY SOLITUDE ferent from those which prevail· 
qualities if they are not to lose, ed during our whole history 
in a wholly altered pattern of ·down to this century, and with 
American life, such leadership as 
they formerly enjoyed. Interest· which the small American was 
ing as are the social implications familiar. Can he rediscover op· 
of President Roosevelt's increas· portunity in the new pattern of 
ing majorities in three successive our life? That is the problem 
elections I do not form this judg· which must be solved, and I 
ment merely on account of them. believe that it must be solved, if 
They are only symptoms of the at all, by the business leaders. 
crisis to which American has Why, it may be asked, should 
come. the responsibi lity for such a task 
Fully to understand our present be placed primarily upon them? 
situation we have to go back to There are various reasons. All 
the past, as always. That is the the factors in our history have 
function of history. Even phy· tended to exalt business men to 
sicians in treating a patient look a place of leadership. We have 
behind his immediate symptoms no national church with power 
to his medical history, and if pos· and influence. No Bishops sit by 
sible those of his parents as well. prescriptive right in our Senate 
as they do in the House of Lords. 
None of our innumerable sects, 
although advancing individual 
reforms, can claim a national 
influence. 
* * * 
For our present purpose we 
may stress only two strains in 
our national history, the two 
which have been most powerful 
in forming what is essentially 
characteristic in our American 
civilization. 
The first is what I have fre· 
quently called the American 
Dream, that dream of a country in 
which the door of opportunity 
shall always be wide for the ordi-
nary as opposed to the exceptional 
man, a land with no barriers of 
caste, class or permanent pri· 
vilege, a land in which every man 
may rise as fast and far as ability 
or luck may carry him. 
Sunrise at Chantarella, above St. Moritz, Switzerland 
With no feudal past, we have 
no class of landed magnates 
whose power, politically and so· 
cially, has helped in other lands 
to mold the national life. We 
have, as yet, no trained govern· 
ing class whose families, in many 
cases for long generations, have 
taken their part in public life and 
to whom the people look as 
natural leaders. Owing to meth· 
ods of election and short terms, 
our politicians tend to be led 
rather than to lead, save in not· 
able exceptions. 
Translated into action, the guarantee to Bryan in 1896. 
him of "life, liberty and the pursuit of However, there has been a second factor 
happiness" has become the "rugged indi- at work. These uprisings have come after 
vidualism" of our past. This has made hard times, but hitherto the resources of 
for an extraordinarily rapid economic ex- our .fOUntry have been so vast and the 
ploitation and development but it has also demand for work and possibilities of prizes 
had a strong anti-social side. With almost so great in good times, that, the depres-
every American, big or little, striving to sions over, all- big and little alike-have 
go as far and as fast as he could for the again turned to rugged individualism as a 
sake of his private advancement, little or I working theory of government because 
no attention was paid to the larger social they have again glimpsed opportunities for 
results of his acts. themselves and have not wished a different 
Until recently, at least, our great busi· 
ness men were the acknowledged leaders 
in the development of America. Their 
careers, successes, social standards cap· 
tured the imaginations of Americans. Most 
Americans would be hard put to it to name 
a score of Congressmen, whereas Morgan, 
Rockefeller, Ford, Hill, Harnman and 
many others have been househo~d words. 
Such men, in spite of being sometimes 
personally hated, largely controlled and 
a so led America. They led it mostly, 
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however, in the old way of ruthless and 1 ness men have had to conside.r the good of I and capacity to. adap1t itself to new condi-
rugged individualism. For this they were sOCiety as a whole, not merely as a legal twns ~nd contmue 1eadersh1p as m Eng. 
enormously rewarded. We aive no rib· ~nforcement or a re!tgwus or hum. amtanan .
1
land, t11e la,nd of compromise. But 1t can. 
. " . 7' . . 1deal but as perhaps the only method of not stand sell!. 
bons or t1tles, but. they received pnncely salvaging their business and their own 1 '" '' * 
fortunes, and so wng as all Amencans permanent position in the social group. I On the decisions of our business leaders 
wanted individualism and felt opportunity That is a different matter, and perhaps will depend the sort of life we and our 
open for themselves, they did not tum as it should bEl. More modern machinery children live. ·will these men have the 
wholly from these leaders, in spite of up- and better business methods have come statesmanship to lead under the new con. 
risings and waves of reform. about because business found they paid ditions, or will they stand stubborn or 
better. Is it too much to hope that a merely incapable with their backs against 
broader considerc.tion of the good of the the wall and allow themselves and us to be * * * 
Although Americans wish to retain as whole nation may come about because driven by those who may cla im vision but 
much freedom and private initiative as business also finds that that pays better? have no understanding of the vast com. 
possible, they have, since the turn of the There is no profit in procl.uction for any plexities of the modern business mech-
century, been coming to think more in OHe if there is no market on which w sel l. an isms? 
social terms. Interrupted by the post· war The problem of a more equitable division There is today no free land for the dis-
of the profits of industry has thus ceased contented; no Wild vVest for the lawless. 
orgy of 1921-29, the belief in the necessity to be a patriotic, religious or humanitarian The gangsters come to Chicago or New 
for social solidarity rather than complete one and has become the practical one of York instead of holding up the stage coach 
individualism bas made great strides, es· assuring any profits at all. on the plains or the saloon of the mining 
pecially since 1932. A leader has to be in In this fact lies the hope that business camp. The new frontier is at the door of 
harmony with the led. The power of a men, not merely as public-spiri ted indi· every h?m~ in the na tion .. In hackneyed 
railwav kina or a steel kina or a coal bar0 ,1 vi duals here and there but as a class, wlll I phrase 1t IS a socwl front1e r. Unhke the 
ld - f"' 1 · I· 1 · d f · 1 be forced to use their best brains in the I old frontier it can be developed and con. 
cou . con mue so ong as us ':11 . 0 suc- interests of society as a whole. It is thus quered only in a social, and not an indivi-
cess m one form or another W«S the goal possible that society, sliil acting from the dualistic, spirit. 
of the ordmary man. Apart from other profit motive in a capi talistic and largely What the business leaders may do no 
evidence, the enormous popularity of "suc- individualistic framework, may yet evolve I one can say, but there is no doubt of the 
cess stories" and "success magazines" I a more beneficent order than if it resorted I enormous responsibility r.esting upon them. 
would indicate that it was. But the new to revolution in favor of a wholly new ex· It is often pointed out, for example, that 
goal of the ordinary man is going to call periment. the scientist has incurred the responsibili· 
for new qualities in his leaders and those * * * I ty of making discoveries and inventions 
whom ~e would emulate. . . There are, moreover, oth~r considera· that may not only improve. t~e condition 
I beheve that a change 1s commg not tions. If human nature remams much the 1 of the race but may destroy 1t m war. The 
only over the people but also over the same tbroughout recorded history in the business man has incurred a similar respon· 
business men. They have biien forced, to more primal instincts of individuals, the sibility because, like the scientist, he has 
some extent at least, to recognize new con· intell ectual climate, as it has been called, pursued his way without sufficient thought 
ditions. In previous !:lard times t!~ey ex- changes from time to time. This climate of the social consequences. Each has con-
pected the less fortunate to tighten their influences all of us in the less fundamental sidered in his office or laboratory that 
belts and starve if need be. They have 1 aspects of our daily life and tbought. these did not concern him. 
faund that ,men w!ll no longer starve At present it is tending-and has been With modern invention at his command 
qu1etly,. and tnat. the old leadersh1p means for some decades past, 1 think-to make the business man has poured an ever· 
both colossal ta.xes and poss1ble soc1al up· us take a more broadly social view of our increasi ng quantity and variety of goods 
heaval. individual lives. Everything has combin· before the pu l)lic. He has used all the re· 
Immigration has stopped, and the flood 1 eel to make us realize, possibly as never sources of modern advertis ing and h!gh· 
of cheap labor has l~rgely dned up. More- l before m htstory, the close correlatwn of I powered salesmanship to force deep mto 
over, cheap labor . 1s less wanted. Ma· our private good with the publ ic good. every man and woman the belle£ that 
chmes call for sk1lled and highly pa1d The insistence upon the word "service," I these new goods or services are absolutely 
labor. Foreign trade has largely stopped. nauseating as it is at times in its hypocrisy, essential to them as human beings, that 
We cannot keep factories going by dump· is a tacit recognition of a new point of view people must have this or that for them· 
ing goods on the foreigner. Nor can the as to the r elation of the individual and selves or for their children. And now, unless 
farmer by doing so remain a customer for what has been considered his private' con· he can go on and provide the masses with 
the manufacturer. cerns, to the general good. increasing means to buy the things he has 
It is dawning on all that markets for Slowly also the point of view as to "pri· t aught them they should have his produ.c· 
goods must be created by raising the liv- vate property" has a ltered, and it is now ~!On may prove as d1sastrous to the stab1l· 
mg standards and the consu.mmg po~er generally recognized even by the most ll:f of. soc1ety as the po1son gases of the 
of our own people. Busmess 1s begmmng ardent advocates of the institution that al - scientists. 
to glimpse the fact that perhaps business though property should remain privately If today it is the most challenging prob· 
can ~e. saved only by benefitmg and not owned, certain uses to which it may be put !em of governments to control the use ~f 
expl01tmg the masses. Even stock water· necessarily limit the old-fashioned full con- ~ the new weapons they have created, so 1t 
ing and juggling lose much of their at· trol by the owner who so uses it. is the problem of business leaders to con· 
tr~ctiveness in possible profits i~ enter· Where is all this likely to lead us? AI- trol or satisfy the new desires they have 
pnses can find no outlet for !he1r goods though many, like the writer, may heartily created m vast and largely uneducated 
when ownersh1phas been acqmred. . disagree with some of the means taken by masses .. If an E?ghsh la~ded magnate d1.d 
How far are the busmess leaders hkely Mr. Roosevelt to achieve his end not even everythmg poss1ble to meulca te 111 h1S 
to. go in this new outlook on America? the most hide-bound Republ ic~n would tenants the idea that they could not be 
W11l they fall back to the old outlook wh1le dare say that as an ide<rl he would oppose happy unless they owned some of h1s land 
the people pre.ss forward, or will they a "more abundant life for all." and then did nothing to allow them to se-
adjust themselves to the changed view· Such a rule of life, if possible to put into cure it, whom would be have to blame if 
p01nt of those they have to lead? practice, evidently means a higher rule they finally rose and se1zed 1t? 
There is one impor tant point to note as than that of abundance for the few and * * " 
to this. In a highly competitive society scarcity for the many. History teaches us The problem ·which chiefly confronts us 
we cannot expect business men to run that when two such rules are clearly rec- is one of wider distribution of busineSS 
their business simply accord ing to the ognized there can be no truce between profits and lowered cost of business pro-
Golden Rul e and be pushed off the busi· them. The old order may go down in ducts. The govern men t seems to sense 
ness sidewalk by others who have more blood and agony like the French nobility only one-half of it. What business leaders 
worldly aims. But in this depression busi· in the Revolution, or it may have the sense may sense, and what they may have the 
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DAYS BEFORE ZOLA: 
When Tennyson Reigned 
Two clues to the state of our imagina-
tive literature in 1877 cannot be mentioned 
without a remark, however hackneyed, on 
the revolutions in public taste which have 
marked the comparatively short period of 
60 years. The first clue comes from Tol-
stoy and Zola, the second from Robert Louis 
Stevenson. 
Very few Englishmen in 1877 can have 
known the name of Zola. He had written 
one or two of his mi 'der books, but "L'As-
sommoir " and "Nana" were yet to come. 
As for Tolstoy, though Matthew Arnold 
was before very long to draw attention in 
a memorable Essay in Criticism to "Anna 
· Karenin" and "War and Peace," English 
readers had to wait vears for versions in 
their own language. -Equally significant is 
the fact that "Treasure Island" was not 
published until 1882. That is to say, re-
alism or naturalism had not been brought 
to bear upon modern life, and romance 
was not reborn. While Scott had no suc-
cessor, Chaucer and Fielding might never 
have written for all the interest novelists 
were taking in the tradition those great 
men established. 
When Zola found a translator his work 
shocked Victorian modesty, which with 
loud outcries sought the protection of the 
law~ · T olstoy made a less scandalous en-
trance upon the scene but was regarded 
by many as another evil influence. After 
Tennyson had written of "wallowing in 
the troughs of Zo!aism," Robert Buchanan 
lamented, also in verse, that Tolstoy did 
brains and ability and character to do, re-
main to be seen. 
I admit the great difficulty of the prob-
lem, just as I do t be difficulty of the prob-
lem of the governments in maintaining 
peace. But another World War would 
finish life as we have known it, a nd if 
economic progress cannot be made by the 
business leaders along the lines suggested, 
then the people, although they cannot solve 
the problem, will almost certainly try to 
do so by discarding the business men and 
causing the government more and more 
to take over private enterprise. In this 
way they will hope to obtain a larger share 
in those goods the business men have pro-
duced and described as vital to the hap-
piness and wholesome living of the masses. 
T he problem, although of the widest 
social connotation, is primarily a business 
one. T he people, as workers and consum-
mers, cannot solve it unaided. The poli-
ticians, because of their close dependence 
of their electorates and their ignorance of 
business, are not likely to solve it. If the 
business men are to become leaders they 
must not only make some progress in solv-
ing it but also by their acts and expressed 
views they must regain the confidence 
which they have largely lost while the 
people were moving forward and they 
themselves were not. If they cannot do 
so, then they will have to meet the fate of 
every class which has been unable to ad-
just itself and thus has outlived its social 
usefulness. 
-The New York Times Mauazine, Jan. 10, 1937 
not put more smiles into his work. But, 
for good or evil, the F renchman and the 
Russian turned the t ide of English- fiction 
into channels which now overflow. 
Sixty years ago Tennyson was every-
body's poet; Browning was the poet of a 
circle which, in Henley's unkind words, 
dug like pigs for truffles into his poetry to 
unear th a meaning; Swinburne was spout-
ed admiringly by the rebels against con-
vention; Matthew Arnold appealed to those 
who could appreciate modern melancholy 
in Greek form. T ennyson's play Queen 
lilfary had been produced by Irving at the 
Lyceum in 1876, and had failed in spite of 
the author's prestige. In the same year 
Swinburne had published Erechtheus, and 
in 1879 he performed his historic Hegira 
to The Pines at Putney. 
Thomas Hardy 
Into these placid waters had fallen in 
1874 a stone thrown by Thomas Hardy. 
We know it as "Far from the Madding 
Crowd." By 1877 Hardy was recognized 
as a pleasing author of life on the land. 
Though Leslie Stephen, editor and critic 
and national biographer, had seen reason 
to put some restraint upon his contributor, 
nobody appears to have descried in Hardy 
a future disturber of domestic peace and 
assailant of public mor ality. In that capa-
city he descended later, like a thunderbolt, 
with " Tess of the D'Urbervilles" and 
"Jude the Obscure." What innocent works 
they seem to us in our larger freedom l 
And how difficult it is to share the pangs 
of another age ! 
George Meredith was then the novelist 
whom one admired if afflicted with a desire 
fo r intellectual superiority. He was not 
publicly successful : wit, thinker, and s ubtle 
portraitist of character be might be, but 
his style was too obscure for ordinary folk; 
he was dubbed "esoteric." If be had been 
read more closely and widely he might, a t 
that date, have been considered as " dan-
gerous" a Hardy was to become. An-
other "dangerous" story-teller was Rhoda 
Broughton, who once, in summing up her 
own career, epigrammatized the tendency 
of the whole period she had lived through. 
Beginning as a Zola, she said, she had 
come to be thought a Charlotte Yonge. 
Charlotte Yonge 
That sentence is double-edged. It cuts 
at the reputation also of the author of 
"The Heir of Redclyffe," who, after being 
taken very seriously-was she not admired 
by Burne-.Tones and the Pre-Raphaelites? 
- was destined to become a synonym for 
literary milk-and-water. Which opinion 
was the sounder any living person is en-
titled to declare who has perused Charlotte 
Yonge's numerous volumes. Mrs. Craik 
lives, if she does live, on the strength of 
" John Halifax, Gentleman." His reputed 
m ill, by the way, is still shown to tourists 
embarrassed by their ignorance of the 
Gentleman him~elf. Of Mrs. Oliphant's 
large progeny "The Beleaguered City" at 
least survives. Mrs. Henry Wood, Miss 
Braddon, and even Emma Jane Worboise 
(hardly recognizable without her full com· 
plement of names) are still in demand at 
free libraries; or so it is reported. But of 
Mrs. Lynn Linton, so "advanced" in her 
generation, what do we remember? And 
who thinks of the once notorious Ouida 
unless "Under T wo F lags" is advertised 
at the picture house? 
For that matter who now reads any of 
the multitudinous tales of James Payn? 
He was esteemed a most skilful weaver of 
plots, and, if many have surpassed him in 
that art, he ought to be read, at any rate, 
in his little books of recollection. " Lower 
boy, what might your name be? " asked a 
lofty senior of him at Eton. "V\TelJ," was 
the answer, "it might be Beelzebub, but it 
isn't." And one likes h is comment on 
Browning's line about reading "a jolly 
chapter of Rabelais "- " Where did he find 
it? " For Payn, lover of books, d isguised 
not, nor flaunted, his disdain of accepted 
judgments. According to Leslie Stephen, 
the friend of many years, he honestly, not 
wilfully or speciously, believed that the 
Greek "tragedies depended for their modern 
acceptance upon a conspiracy of university 
dons, who knew that, if the truth were 
told about Aeschylus and Sophocles, they 
themselves would lose their jobs. 
Wilkie Collins and Dickens 
But really Payn was no rival to Wilkie 
Collins as a plot-weaver. That magician 
held the post of thriller-in-general to the 
period under survey. Moreover, at his 
best, as in " T he Moonstone" and "The 
Woman in White," nobody has beaten him 
in the ar t of lucidly telling an involved 
story and keeping its secrets until the 
r ight moment for revelation. Mr. T. S. 
Eliot has traced the influence of Collins 
upon Dickens, and Gladstone in recently 
published letters goes so far as to compare 
"The ·woman in White" with "Adam 
Bede"- which, without prejudice to either 
novel, nobody else, surely, ever thought of 
doing. 
In brief, a period which numbered Her-
bert Spencer among its prophets sought 
relaxation in prose or ver se among what it 
called, and some survivors still call, "pret-
ty " books. Perhaps William Black's stories 
deserved the adjective. One does not know. 
lt is so many years . .. But, looking back, 
it is permissible to surmise that in "The 
Princess of Thule" and " Shandon Bells," 
to name no others, a genuine romantic 
feeling was infused into the Highland and 
Irish scenery so lavishly dwelt upon as the 
background of the love story. 
The Treasure Map 
And, indeed, they needed a breath of 
romance in the seventies. It was brought 
to the eighties by R. L. S. when "Treasure 
Island," with that appetising map opposite 
the title in the first edition, turned men 
into boys again. The stories which fol· 
lowed not only confirmed the Stevenson 
vogue but founded a school of romance. 
Founded ? T hat possibly is stretching a 
point in literary history. For the proven-
ance of an afflatus is as hard to decide as 
whether the egg or the chicken came first. 
Argument apart, there is the fact that with 
Stevenson, or a little after, came Rider 
Haggard's "She" and "King Solomon's 
Mines," Stanley Weyman's "A Gentleman 
of France," the historical romances of 
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Conan Doyle, and the young adventurings I successor of Wilkie Collins. Obviously it 
of "Q," not to speak of a host of imitators is a matter of opinion. And no sounder 
in the good, profitable game. I answer can be returned even at this me-
So far realism or naturalism-often a 1 ment to the larger question whether Ste-
purely artificia. 1 description-seems to have I venson or Zola was the truer to the spirit 
won all along the line. For our romance of their time. It would be unfair to beg 
we now turn to the detective story, drink- the question, as is sometimes done, by say-
ing delight of battle with our peers in I ing that fundamentally one. was just as 
argument whether Miss Dorothy Sayers or romantic as the other. 
Mr. Freeman V/ills Crofts is the worthier -The T imes Weekly Edit·ion, Jan. 7, 1937 
FINDING THE LUSIT ANIA 
VOL. XII, NO. 2 
bearings. "When charted on a map, 12 of 
these intersected within a single area of one 
and a half square miles, about 11 or 12 
miles off shore. Hussell immediately mark. 
ed this area with buoys and set to work. 
Soundings were taken with the Admiralty 
Depth Recorder, an instrument which sends 
a sound to the sea bottom and r ecords its 
returning echo on a graph. If an object, a 
great rock for instance, rises suddenly, so 
does t he marking on the chart. Further, 
there is a difference in the reaction of the 
sound from a solid rock and from the hollow 
By Captain John D. Craig most likely spots proved useless. Many hull of a ship. 
wrecks were found by the dt·ag;;ing kedge After a few days of fruitless search, a 
anchors and the location-findinf.(" device, but m a rking on the graph suddenly told them 
none was the huge bulk of the Lllsitania. they were over some remarkable hollow 
The Lttsiiauia sank right out there," Har-
rington, an Irish fi sherm-an , said. 
From the cliffs of Old Ilead of Kinsale, 
Ireland, Captain Henry B. Jtusse!l looked 
across the rollin;; Atlantic toward the tomb 
of the greatest sea tragedy of t he war. For 
\Veeks his salvage vessel~ OphiT, equipped 
with the n1ost modern 1ocat ion·finding in· 
struments, had searched for it without sue· 
cess. Now a sin1ple fi shern1an said, " That's 
the spot, sir!" 
In his preliminary work Captain Hussell 
had consulted the sea-stained chart used by 
Captain Turner of the Lusitauia on t hat 
fatal May 7, 1915. The rnaster"s marginal 
notes reveal she was steering a zigzag 
course which ended abruptly at 2:10 p.m. 
with a laconic en try--" Struck." 
An equa1ly laconic vignette of that great-
est 1nari1.Je disaster of 1nodern tin1es is 
sketched by Hobert Chisholm, sec,md stew-
ard aboard the Lus£tania. now chief stew;;""..rd 
<>n the O;,hir: . 
"1 hcppen ed to look over the sich and 
saw a darting white streak. l ran below 
shouting :for everyone to hold fasL The 
torp (_··clo hit fairly <-unid.-;h~~s; the ship listed 
sharply. The second torpedo bit a moment 
Inter. 
"At my lifeboat station I fou~d that a ll 
the boats on the port s:de had fallen inward. 
As I hurri ed l>ack to D deck l pas;ed Alfred 
Then he tried another form of inquiry. mass. The instrument r ecorded that this 
In the tragic month,; when submarine attack object was 84 feet high. Over and over 
was ever tbreatent'd, anxious watchers had again they criss-crossed that spot, checking 
daily lined the cliffs of Ireland. On th~ ~ght and accurately determming length 
STEEL! STEEL! STEEL! 
G. Vanderbjlt vainly attempting to rescue a A. typical scene on the Ciyde, a s(tipbuilulng ce~ltre i.1 ~cotlai1d 
hysterical woman. I shouted, ' H urry, .Mr. •· · I ~ 
Vanderbilt, or it will be too late ! ' He did day the Lusita11ia was passing through the by rang ing on a buoy while they slowly 
not heed me and both los t their lives. danger zone even the ~ehool children \<vere I steamed from stern to stern of the wreck-
" 1 saw a lifeboat with about ~)0 people in 1 d h I I o 1 'l"h L 1 Q 1 1 k permitted to leave c asses an watc . n 1• loO feeL e usitania. uic,, y a mar er it. There were only three men, the r est 
were women and children. The lifeboat the opinion of Lieut.-Commander R. H. ! buoy went overboard. 
was hee1ing over as the Lusitania sank. _[ Dring, a man who kne w the whole coast, I For the next t en days a g al e blew, carry· 
jumped into the stern and, wilh the help of n1any of the seafaring men \vho watched the I ing away their buoys. But Captain Hussell 
a 14-year·oid boy, we got saCc l_v d()wn to the disaster n1ust have taken bearings on the j had taken very careful bearings and in 14 
water. The torpedoes haJ snwshed the en- sinking position. : n1 :nutes fron1 the second start of the search, 
gines and it had been itnpossible to reverse :--:o (:onunander Dring and Captain Hus- I his instrmnents made the san1c recording. 
to stop sh!p, hence the vessel \vas still under sel l chose _seve_ral .vill~s· es along the coast, j A~ai1~ bad weather but f-in~lly, on October 
way and our lifeboat was towed along in held mcettngs 111 t he village puh, and spoke : :!6, Dtver Jarratt \vent overs1de. 
danger of being swamped. Finally the boy with all the men who had witne"ed the i Down, down he went through the still, 
and I cut the painters and we 1nanaged to sinking. One of these witnes::;es \VDS the ! g:·een we:~lers. Gradually the light grew 
get dear. The little boat was so heavily fi sherman Harrington, and some 20 others ! fainter, the wate r du!l e r, darker·. The 
loaded that the gunwales were only three were found whose observations seemed re!i- i danger of getting fouled in the wreck was 
inches above water. Fortunately the sea able. To each the officers put the question: I great. One of the cables on a mooring 
was caln1 and we we:te picked up at 6 p.n1. "lfow do you know the Lusitania sank anchor snapped-a 15·ton pull had done it 
by a patrol boat." 'right mrt there''?" The officers knew thiit, when the sh ip heaved to the swell-so Jar-
Steward Chisholm was among those con- a few inches' miscalculation from the shore ! ratt had little chance if he should foul a 
suited by Captain Russell, of the Ophir, in would throw the Ophir far enough out to i foot or drop under a deck in that heaving 
his first attempts to detPrmine the approxi- entail \:1,1eeks of use less search. ! sea. 
mate position of the Lusitania. A hundred Each witness had a slightly different an-I Tbe Recorder had shown tktt the wreck 
people-ship's off-icers, coastguardsn1en, the swer, but the gist of then1 all was," Because II lay in 24 6 fee t of water. \Vhen the winch· 
pilot of the German submarine--gave hin1 I -vvas standing near the barn end took a 1 man sang out, "Forty fa tho1ns," they stop· 
data, and he discovered that if he cha r ted bearing _ on ihe corner of ]\:irs. O'Leary's I ped Jarratt. Back up the phone line came 
all the ocean within t he positions they in~ co ttage.'' his message: 
dicated, it would mean searching an area of Captain Russell set range finders on the I "l am standing on the plates of a ship; I 
120 squ<-1r e n1iles, a hopeless proposition. spo ts where each \Vitness had been standing can see her two-inch rive ts. '"fhere is amaz· 
\Veeks of cruising over \ovhut seemed the 'Nhen the Lusitania sank, and "shot" his ! ing1y little sign of corrosion beneath the 
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slime covering the hull." 
The r-ivets of the Lusitania were one and 
seven-eighths inches in diameter. 
Jarratt never got down again. After 
hopefully battling the worst storm season 
the Atlantic had known for 50 years, the 
Ophir finally had to give up and steam for 
harbor. 
But they will go back, equipped with a 
11ewly invented all-metal, flexible-limbed 
diving dress which carries sufficient oxygen 
to last from eight to ten hours and which, 
in Admiralty trials, has withstood pressures 
equivalent to a depth of 2500 feet underseas. 
And this time they will be joined by Captain 
John D. Craig and his crew of Hollywood 
Motion Picture Adventurers who will photo· 
graph the operations in and about the wreck. 
The thoughts of these men are not all for 
the treasure. They think of the thousand 
souls who died imprisoned between decks, 
drowned in the midst of luxury that after-
noon in May, and they approach this ad-
venture with awe. And -if the remarkable 
new scientific gear proves successful, we 
may witness on the screen some of the 
breath-taking secrets of those sunken decks. 
TO THIS MAN GERMANY 
ENTRUSTS HER DESTINY 
rian Premier. He marched at Hitler's side 
when the machine guns opened up on the 
demonstrators before the Feldherrnhalle 
and fell to the ground with bullets in his 
old war wounds. 
But death passed him once more, and he 
escaped the fate of the sixteen men w):wse 
coffins now rest in the National Socialist 
honor temrles on the Munich Koenigsplatz. 
Friends dragged him out of the firing line, 
tied up his wounds aud smuggled him on 
a stretcher, over snowy mountain passes, 
to Innsbruck, in Austria. His baroness 
wife, though herself ill with inflammation 
of the lungs, accompanied him all the way 
and nursed him back to health. 
The wounds, however, have never prop· 
erly healed, and much of the time the 
German strong man is in pain; in fact, it 
is to relieve this pain that his doctors keep 
him corpulent as the alternative of sooth· 
ing drugs which had to be used once upon 
a time, but of which he was weaned in a 
Swedish sanitarium. 
To escape extradition by Austria, Goer-
ing and his wife later fled to Rome, where 
they stayed two years and where Goering 
first met Mussolini. After that he again 
tried to make a living in Sweden, this time 
as a journalist, but with such little success 
that he had about pawned his last posses-
sions when an amnesty permitted him to 
By OTTO D. TOLISCHUS return to Germany in 1927. 
(Continued [rom Feb. number) Here, too, the going was still difficult and 
Much, however, happened before that. he eked out an e~:istence as a flier and 
In 1921 he returned with his wife to Ger- salesman. But he was also a rising power 
many and studied history and national in the reconstituted National Socialist par-
economy at the University of Munich. In ty and was among the dozen Nazi deputies 
Munich he saw Hitler the first time at a to march into the German Reichstag in 
meeting called to protest against the sur- 1928. 
render of the "war criminals," at which Soon he became the chief executor of the 
Hitler refused to speak in order not to dis- National Socialist revolution and Hitler's 
turb its harmony. But Hitler impressed right-hand man. When, in 1932, Hitler 
him as a great man; he went to hear him swept the country and commanded the big-
speak the next night, and, in his own gest party in the Reichstag, he advanced 
words, "became devoted to Hitler with Goering as his candidate for Reichstag 
hide and hair." Soon he began to organize President, and the other parties, loyal to 
the Storm Troops for the new movement. parliamentary niceties to the last, promptly 
Goering came to National Socialism as elected him. It was a symbolic scene when 
a soldier, and he has remained without the the frail Clara Zetkin, the Communist De-
blind sports that make other National So- puty who as ,oldest Deputy had acted as 
cialist leaders so fanatical. As Martin H. temporary president, surrendered the gavel 
Sommerfeldt, his former collaborator and to the burly Goering, whose brown party 
biographer, puts it, he did not "confuse uniform marke::l him as the representative 
programs with history," and considered of the rising power. 
National Socialism to be an "interimistic As representative of this power and as 
formula for a 'German-national revolu- . a Prussian officer he also found the way to 
tion.'" German industrialists and financiers intent 
In particular, Goering has never dis- on German rearmament; he paved the way 
sembled his disdain for the Jew-baiting to them for Hitler, who was valued for his 
methods of a Julius Streicher, and, though Nationalism, but was still suspect because 
in the racial question he must conform to of his "Socialism." The financial situation 
party line, he also announced in the selec- of the party was precarious, and Gregor 
tion of his collaborators: "I alone decide Strasser, one of Hitler's chief political ad-
who is Aryan and who is not." And to visers, urged compromise, but, banking on 
the foreign press he said: "I don't care his new support, Goering stood out for "all 
whether the man who brings me an inven- or nothing," and that was the stand which 
tion is a heathen, Christian or a Jew. In- Hitler adopted in the new though still 
ventions have no Jewish grandmothers." futile conference with Hindenburg or Aug. 
In short, Goering saw in Hitler and his 12, 1932. 
program the possible vehicles of a German A month later, as Reichstag President, 
counter-revolution that might restore her Goering staged what amounted to a single-
military power which he had seen collapse handed coup d'etat; he prevented Chancel-
around his head. For that reason he stuck lor Franz von Papen from speaking in the 
with Hitler through thick and thin. He was Reichstag, he brushed aside Hindenburg's 
with Hitler during the Hitler-Ludendorff order dissolving that body and he permit-
putsch of 1923 and spoke to the beer hall ted the benighted Communists, Socialists 
crowd while Hitler negotiated in an adjoin- and other parliamentary parties to dis-
ing room with Gustav von Kahr, the Bava- credit themselves and the von Papen gov-
ernment by a crushing defeat of the Cabi-
net's emergency ordinances. 
It was a "va-banque" play which paid 
rich dividends. After the brief interreg-
num of the Schleicher Cabinet, Hitler be-
came Chancellor on Jan. 30, 1933. 
* * * What followed is the history of the Na-
tional Socialist "revolution," but that it 
took the course it did is largely Goering's 
work, except for the anti-Jewish boycott, 
which he opposed. The assumption seems 
justified that Goering sought to keep the 
"revolution" under government control 
and strongly opposed the unauthorized 
acts of violence committed by the " wild 
men" among the Storm Troops under the 
inspiration of Captain Ernst Roehm, the 
"chief of staff." 
The reckoning came on June 30, 1934, 
the date of the sanguinary "partly purge," 
which forms perhaps the darkest spot in 
Goering's own career, awaiting the clari-
fication of history. A "revolt" on the part 
of Roehm, which in the light of later in-
formation was to be nothing more than a 
demonstration intended to impress Hitler 
with the Storm Troops' desire for a more 
"radical" policy, was seized upon to 
"liquidate" the "wild men" bodily and 
morally. But again, in his own words, 
Goering "widened" his instructions, and 
the "liquidation" caught not only the ter-
rorists but also most men who might have 
become dangerous to the present rulers, 
and many who never entertained such 
ambitions. 
Goering knew what he was doing. The 
party was purged of undesirable elements 
good enough to fight with but not good 
enough to rule with; Goering dispelled 
with a flash of lightning that atmosphere 
of potential high treason which had with-
ered the republic and made the National 
Socialist party great. The new regime was 
not going to repeat the mistake of its pre-
decessors: henceforth every German knew 
that to oppose it meant playing with one's 
head. 
This "purge" sealed the bond between 
Hitler and Goering more firmly than ever, 
and Goering's new elevation to the second 
highest rank in the realm is proof of it. 
There is, however, one weak spot irt the 
armor of Goering: he derives all his powers 
from Hitler, which puts it in Hitler's power 
to drop him, as the former Kaiser once 
dropped Bismarck. 
THE BARRICADE OF 
PHILOSOPHERS 
IN MADRID 
Little by little destruction is eating like 
a cancer towards the heart of Madrid. 
The careful work of the builders of a great 
modern city, the planning of decades, are 
being destroyed piecemeal. It took a quar-
ter of a century to transform the barren 
cliffside above the Manzanares, haunt of 
gypsies and thieves, into the West Park, 
one of the most beautiful in Europe. Now 
the fostered coppices of birch and beech, 
the lines of poplar and sycamore, are 
splintered by shell and rent by shrapnel, 
and the pine-woods are ravaged to revet 
the trenches. A battle was waged for pos-
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session of the bandstand, a rustic straw· 
thatched construction on a knoll. while 
hand-to-hand fighting raged all up the orna-
mental cascade. T ht: Palacete de la Mon-
cloa, a bijou palace full of delicRte furni -
ture and decorations, \vas a n1ilitia head~ 
quarters before becom.ing a rebel bastionJ 
because of its cliff-side cellars that used to 
be an ice-house and buttery. 
Spectral liouses 
Clinico has become a fort mined and coun-1 pheasants, partridges and pigeons at the 
termined. The basement amphitheatres! N ew York Poultry Show, which closed 
designed for the relief of suffering are 11 yesterday (Jan. 9) in the West Fourteenth 
n1achine-gun and trcnch·lnorLar nests, ~treet Arn1ory, \vere sprayed with an anti. 
belching death. H.o,vs of specrral desert- cold n1ediciue, an inhalent, as a preventive 
eel h\)' ...tses, once a quiet residential quarter, measure. 
look out on the battle-park. Many are in The pouitry were forced to breathe in 
ruins. Riddled with sheil holes, sliced by formaldehyde ge1s that kill ed the cold 
bon1bs, their giass1ess \Vindows r:efuse to germs and caused th e birds to sneeze. 
reflect a scene of desolation. Through vast Til e spray also contained menthol and 
rents one !eel's into rooms where family eucalyptus, which served 1:0 open up the 
The Schools of Architecture and 1fedi· portraits s:-.ill hang on their hooks. nasal passages and relie\re irritation, and 
cine, of Agriculn1re and Pharn1acy, have E lsewhere the!·e is a disorder tha t ac· glycerine, \Vhich acted as a healing agent. 
been landmarks Oil the batilefi;:ld for eight companies the passage of armed men. Bar· \ Chickens are prone to bronchial pneu. 
we eks. 'That nlf.;ans that shell and bomb ric::.ldes are everywhe:·e. Streets are cross-~ monia, a~_tendants at the sbo~N said, espe. 
have been rail!C:d on or arcund tben1. The ed by them, loopholed. houses linked up cially in the early Fall \Yhen they are molt-
black rafters of tbe Casa de 'l ela~:quez, the by thern. £-I ere. and there the g1o,,r of I ing and have a lov.7ered vitality. Sotne-
French .. A.!·t .. ;J~c.tclen:y in the Universi ty braziers or a 1_1,-vist of sn1oke indicates times an epidemic ~.vitl spread through a 
City, point tr:tgic Jingers skyv.-ards. The where life still ci ings o;1 in lower floors or I whole flock. That happened recently when 
books of the ildefonsa Library are built cellars. But it may be counted that a 1 70,000 chickens on a Nebraska farm got 
into a barricade. lt is calle(1 the barricade quarte;:.n1ile belt of unoccupied~ semi-ruin- I sick, l\1any died. 
of the philosophers, and he~r:s to __ clefend ; ed prop~~-ty ,~overs Nladrid to west and I The New York Times, Sunday, J an. 10, 1937 
the Faculry of tnat nmne. I he .ucspnal \so uth.~ .I he 1 un .. :s, .l_/)';do~-'-------~.-. ; 
TVVEN'TY-SIX iVULES OF 
ANCESTORS LlT) A1VORAl~fA : T~~!!~ I~E!_~v_ YOfu"{_ 8Cb'1VE 1 
Club Life 
An inforn1al survey of club life in Ne\Y 
York-inspii·ed b}' the fact that the Union 
League Club tnay decide this \Yeek to 
admit Den1ocrats to n1einbcr2.hip-rew-.'eals 
that a lar;;e percentage of New Yorkers, 
regardless of political aft1liations, are 
"joiners" of tbe first order. 
The classified telephone directory Ests 
502 clubs. There urc, of course, n1any 
cotnnlODI~lace organizations--social, col·· 
lege, polilicai, r elig· 1ou:~ , professionnl} atb~ 
letic CJnd_ b:·icige. ln addition the directory 
is proof that c<',ttle and nature-lover:-;, 
anglers, bicycle and c:.uton1obile enthusiasts, 
egg candkrs, butterfly fanciers, clothing 
fitte rs, letter \>.;riters, m.ountain clitTl.hers 
and n1akls CilH_"i ~v\· aiters cklight in banding 
together in bend~' of fr<.~ternal understand~ 
in g . 
'fhe 502. or~crnizc\tions, vvbich represent 
only a sn1a1l 1lurnber uf the existing clu.hs 
in the cily, c:.re not confiaed to any age. 
There are yoL!ng people's clubs, boys' and 
g irls' clubs. l_.'or eign-nation clubs also 
abound, 
Snow \Vanted 
New York ,}/inter sportsrnen> \vbose cry 
6 ( Give us sno-..v -~" bas hitherto been pract.i~ 
cally igncrecl by· the \·Veath~·r n1c1n, are 
getting de: perate tr:,:ing to find places to 
use their fancy new ski clothes and equip· 
ment. So far this 'IVinfer most of those 
who hcrve gone northvvard--d.isregarding 
adverse weather reports--·-have found only 
bare slopes. 
By II. V. .MORTON Thursday (Jan. 7) eig1Jt after ten postpone 9 l 
rnents son1ething 1ike a rnajor league re .. ( 
cord in delav h~td been estabJished. Post~ I 'The London Hcco;·d OH-ice is a magnet 
ponerr1ent o(an opeoing night1 however, is\ \Vhich draws all s0rt.s 0f queer people, year 
nothing un ique along Broacl\:-{ay. For by i ,1fter yc~\L TJn~fficwl dukc5 and ~arls are 
and large-and the larg::r the n 1ore likely I there each rnorn!ng to hunt up the ir ances-
----obuut haH of Broa_cl~vay's sbows fail to! t<:rs.. Thz~y are a ll so certain, and so con· 
open on the first day their wistfui sponsors j v.:ncmg. 
set for the1n. i ·: he old rnan who st.s.rves himself so that 
'The reascns Bre various. There is the! he 1nc.y s_carch ~ year after year\ [or a docu· 
probl~"'m of person:oel. ,.I'he leading lady 1 tnent. vv· h1 c h conceals a coronet 1s only less 
isn't "rigl1t" fo.~ the part and dur\ng re· 1 tcna~·ions th•.;n the ~ ! der ly virgin "'.'hose sole 
h earsa1s. \vithclra·Ns by n1utua_J consent \Vith! JX1SSH>_~l i:s. _th e b~l~~ f: that scnneb)•;dy ,way 
the proC.ct~er. A .later date- lS set so that j back .u1 h1story a ,d her vvrong. 1 here 
the new leading lady c~~n get up in ber 1 are .h.lnnble ,and ..-~gged pt:op!e who mu.st be 
lines. I pnsr!Tvcly snocked when they cut a fmger 
Then ibere is script troubk. In the I and discover their- blood is just ordinary red 
Bo~ton trvout Back Bav sits on its hands co! or. 
in~tead of rolling in fhe aisles 8n.d the!_· \.Vhen :)ne ente:s th~ Hc~ord Of·fic.e,. it !s 
::Iuthor re;,vrite::; ;.\ct III, postponing the i ±.ounJ .to be_ a_ <:unous r.nun'-~ roon1, ~vtnch IS 
Ne\V York opening for 3 fm·tnight. i i~t l .l \'[ s!udentf .. and histon~ns por:n? o~er 
Finance aLo plays a rOle: 1noney gives 1 l .l :Z<l!J(~tlt :l n scrlptor muUer1ng the Engh sh 
out <H.J(~ the shov.' dnesn't go on until funds i of Chaucer beneath tl1eir brea th. Uere one 
are available. Finally, critics have to be I fin{_h sol icito rs and barristers looking up 
considered. IVi<:n2gers with shows they 1 n·cords: others are the usual fortune and 
think pretty good want :he J] rst.-string i lit!~. hu;•ters: . _ 
revle\:vers In attend;,nce. Wttl1 two open-: 1 he Jmddmg houses twenty·slX rn1les of 
ings scheduled fo;- the first ~1ight, one will! sbelv<:s pa,cked w ith_ historic documents and 
postpone, a nd botn \Vlll prooably regret 1t , IndiHlils n.t t~n~-~Jsto!·\c d<?cu1nents:. Here are 
later. l the ~Jones . <~X 1.'.-ngltsn: hr~tol:·y. ~helves are 
_ I stacked Vi'Iln letters from longs and queens, 
SutY"vay H:ern ge ne rals, adrnirals1 and peers! Humor, 
Strea1nli11ing is going unclerground. 1~evv i pathos) t ragedy, passion! 
model VtHn·venclifl{' rnachines are n~:-1klnrr I You can read letters whieh recall a can· 
an app~a~ance in tl~e !inle~ S~tuur~ EJg:hth I n:)n sho t_ ~n the high seas: .. and thos~ which 
A.vf~nue sulY\vay sc2.tlon. The che\Ving~ 1 grve a ·v1s1on of deep po ltrtcal plott1ng a~d 
n1inded public steps off a hurtling express! villainy. "God has given us a good Jay m 
and drops odd pennies into a dispenser of I forcing the encll!Y so far to leeward" wrote 
tninia.ture gum packs, as up-to·the·n1inute I ::-Ji1· Francis Drake aboard the "Hevenge." 
in design as the latest nlodels in autos, I "1 ~ope in God the l'rince of Pc~rma and 
skyscrapers or wrist watches. 11 the Duke of ::'edonya shall not shake hands 
'fhe slick appearance of the m.acbine is· this fewc day~ . " Quite near one will find 
supple1nented vv ith 3 9-.uick, easy exchar~ge j the last conf~ssion o£ Guy Fawkes. 
of pennies for gum. J:-lowever~ the newest 'I 'There 'is a Jegend that one searcher who 
sub~?.'3Y stations, far out in Queens, are :i11sisted on being called "rny lord" became 
equipped with old-style machines which I ti red of trying to justify his claim and in a 
have done duty for years in midtown. , moment of enthusiasm hired a peer's robes 
----- I and actually succeeded in ei1tering the 
N evertheless, equipment sales to further 
this co-rnparatively ne\v sport have been 
tremendous. Oue dep!1rtment store reports 
a ski business of $36,000 a week--or S6,000 
c. dely. Of the total, $6,000 wc;s for skis; 
$3,000 for sho-:s; t":Jl,OOO for poles, bindings 
and waxes; ~8,800 for \-vomen's c1othing; 
$4,500 for men"s cJ.othing; $7,200 for girls' 
clothes ; $2,100 for boys.' There are calf 
a dozen other large stores in the business 
in a big way, and sporting goods shops 
also have had heavy sales. tluman Poultry I House of Lords during a State ceremony. 
Poultry, like human beings, are subject , There he stood for a moment among his 
to colds. And so each night the chickens, I peers. It must have been the greatest '?o-
When "The Eternal Hoad" opened bantams, turkeys, ducks, geese, swans, 1 ment of his life. I t was during the openmg 
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daughter from the waist up! 
Mr. Willaγd Price is a writeγ 01 such 
delighiful skill， that 1 sh'ould like to quote 
himαt length. 1 comtげomiseby uγgi抗~gyou 
to get hold 01 his book by叫hale:世ermeans. 
TMnElishLi;;;ζand Educational I Ash量ka-a..iand the I There is a 足立主:?なと;CJZh
stzezrZ2竺?31e:;nbel S帥 ryof Shunki盟問211品n弘氏zzzhJ窓口Jfl」222
commended without reserve， may be used I _^.sia ~agazin~， New York， J，仰， 1937. I brow readers whose proud boast is that 
~ith advantage in any English sch~ol'room， I Here in. on~ v，?lu~e ~re .two modern J a~a: I they wo凶dnot“wast巴 theirtime ovぽ
in J apan as well as outside. いlesenovels， both of wh凶 weresuc沼田sfulI novels・" They will向 dMr. Price as ex. 
Mr. Burbank's collection of shortはOrIesドnJapan. The first is the story of an目・μitingas anyρopular novelist. He is an 
引 Iprove a boon and a blessingωthe 1 qu凶ぬ， waywa吋， ethemlwoman，delicate |ezpert mind釘ぱ factwith personal anec・
lang~age.teacher on the look-out foi suitable I al;d unfor_tur:'ate， wh_o .was. belove~ by a rna~ I dote， and tells what he saw.and heard in 
~~teri~l for classroom work. The stories I :"hos，: wife knew of his love and resigned I the japanese mandatecl. islands-~f Mi~~~n~: 
therein can be equally well used for“自ー ド町四lfto it wi出 graceand spi川 It is a同iabrightly and not too learnedly. “Rip 
reading" purposes and fol'即時ドaleslight in plot， far ωo short to ~，~ ~ 1 Tide in the South Seas" gi~es ~~-;íarm-i;g 
<luction (Nacherzahlungen). The first part ofいo，:elin the westc;rn sens~. and yet fi.led 1 picture of the spread of J ;pa~~ぽ infì町nce，
ぬebook contains tale; m;d anecdotes some I wi出 astra昭 elovelines~. The appr03lch to I eultural and p01itical in the isla~d.s-str~t~h: 。fwhich are not longer than a few linesドtis 山 wandit田 dsin the sense ?f a d:earn， I ilI1g from Japan to the East Indies. 
{Making Fifty Arabs Run， Ti1'esome Visi-1 !回vingbehind it a mein?ry .of， I?erfum~: 1 
to1's， etc)・ Inseveral instancesぬeyardol-|Ihemond sωry is of a devoted love. A十近うJ 編輯室から ベヲ
lowed by concise outlines which are in加 ld-1 ，woman blin?， b<;_autiful and 'Iov均， is s目 ve吋，.d1 
eヰLμ説lirreむEtお:亡Jnぺ
pa仰出E叫tare問 s印ograded出初 1e込山 L22:yいihedin a haun出品ha恥 etrospectlve吋 eHVCあらう かと察して、今月則一、二時
iilustmte tile natuzal仕an山 onfrom the 、.vhichadds a strange reality to the tale.い、て軽い讃切り的な5詑巴事た主 として編韓L
“叫d"sωrげytωot出h児削e引n悶 m削 a札副1口l凶e叩ng以thν1‘叩tel目ra剖I'yゲ"11げ、a北ke叩ntωog肝et出he叫r巳， these two short novels十て置い1:0 x x x 
5hort story. Some of these selected s針to口es 十同ma北kea volu山叩1n脚E
b初ycωO叩nt“emp卯orarηyautho:s are li!tle gem.s of I P. S. B:_ 1 iliJの底からでも銭と名のつく Lのできへあ
とてご;21:22f14rr:??わいd回 th. 打れば拾ひ上げゃうと云ふ時であろ。英図でI':{
d市山加ere山 ofDisぷ恥r品川 The Japanese have been ful1y a副liv刊etωOド吐時界大戦の時Uポト-トの跳梁に令つて千百
芭酔斜例etl山I
a酎smaterial for cωomp伊os幻itionand ∞n肝ve白rs泊a-いsla叩nd白er同s，and have given such practica11 ;ニア競iにこ目え硲vつLげ)1:こ。目2滋詳者の哀話弔生存者
tio叩n一Dr.G. Dietrich. トcon臼derationωthematter口fpublic healthいの哀話た開き乍ら先づ其所在丈I':{;;ぐり蛍
I !hat de~ths ~rom t~~erculosis alo，n: have卜てる事に成功し1:。然し乍ら叉其般た引l:rり
WSEEmRdprsees lzntT2212おお?JZ官民主主l曳し吋叩な二度のっとめたさすよりも
So・Ith Sea Adventnre 1 d~~t;;s ;r~~~i;;i~g~~';~a-;;h-th~~fig~r;f~; ド哀話の加とし C 海底深〈忘れられて居大方
一一一 1 Jap叫 whichis less than 2 per thousand.川口可νチyグでよからう l二と忠ふが此れ
Tbe London Times， Dec. 26. 1936 I Tl1e total native population of MicrひnesiaI b巳むなき時1lJ:tごらうか。
Mr. Price's book is particularly welcor凧 1，wa~^~~，OOO 'Y~~n ~he Japa~~se occupled it 1 x x x 
for litle has been written' about -th~s~ I in.1914，_ and_ jt .:?，tands at the sa~e fi~ure I r紙背のバノラマjなる文I':{いつでL続育
groups in recent years. At a tim巴 ;h~~1 t?day.. .But Mr. ~rice ~o凶s out that whil巴 I~ イムス紙上で而白いと思って腐る詑事で
othぽ凶andsin the Pacific are beco即時 1t，h~ native ~a~巴 is no long~r， i~ danger of 1わる。紙育の話1:1:即ち東京の話である。大都
ωurist reso出 jap~~'; Mi~~~;;~~i~-~~~;-iIl~ 1 d~i!lg ~)Ut， it is in_da昭位。fbeing swamp-1 rliの心臓1:1:共通な鼓動らして庇ろからであ
a world aparL NonesaveJapanese sT11ps|ed byJa戸田町w，hosenUr:'bers have， mor~ 1る。兎lこ角うそ7ごと思L召すなら讃んて見て
ply b~t;'~~~-the islaIlds-; aIlcI， ali:ho~ghJap~ 1伽 nd?~bled in ~t~~J:as~~ y~ars and n0¥11 .頂き皮い何と 同じ様な事が多く起りつおあ
ari'ese ofiicials rarely forbid' the wouUi.-be I am<?untω~ver 50，O?O. .The Le~gue .never Iる事か! x x x 
VISltO刊 eyo妊erhimsc叫印刷時emω|Envisagedthe PEople of ama叫 teda回| スA イνの戦争1:1:ー迩一退何時呆つぺ4
particularly if he proposesωìia~iJh~~-~;p 1 ~:~nl~?~:a~~:.:s~t~~s~~!~t~; ~~;:~~:加[;1 と L 見えないが、少しづ L 破壊がス Æ..( νa吋 ~~k~ ~ ~rol~~ge.d st?y~ 50 ~~.I)~i~~ 1 ~~::~a~~ i~ωmmgω?~as~~ i?~~.i>~~~~~~ia: 1.在中叩マド 1)~ f'i二痕の如く食び入リつ hfound;butl叫asthep悶~t~n;e-o:fti;e-g~~dI ~~!~~お fast becoming as irrevccably aiゎ立主丈I':{確かである。裳て泰の始刷工焚書j~~~:;;-~ii，;t.-~-;d~-s~~~~~d~T.i;，-?~~~~~;;;，i~~ 1 part of Japan as Kyushu or Tokyo. ト坑儒の事たなしれと云ふが、マド 1)~ドでtt
pol!te ~bstruc~i<?n. M，:._I~rict: is in!t:reste~ I 一一一一 |マド 1)~ド大卒のイルデフォンサ図書館の
in the fiora and fauna of islandぃndhel叫| Birmingham Sunday Mercury，卜4えたIW塞lこ築いて、哲人の|的塞と呼んで暦る
;出22273;足立l出e認な213;igti:| “Riptidein the Sぷぷてislav凶川と引d 路が心5.1:げl二似し泊る事で
has ∞n弛 rablejus此 a伽おr叫 i凶仙str批 dand del蜘 fullyracy. This問|ゐ?h ? x x 
the best spot in the Pacific 匂託ud~'th~ 1 yi.ewぽ Wお戸山ula均 fascinatedby th叶 f~r一番最後I ~ 'fょっれが、容頭の米関貸業界
traditional and unchang巴dcustoms of山 1i~l<ln~ ぱ y~P， _ w~<:，_e_ -~nmarried ~~r;'e~ 1論t':{まれl二見るすぐれれろ一文である。ぉ畷
Polynesian. Although some of the old arぬ I~，切伽 babies 叫白山rency IS山叶 iこでもなつれγっしり味玄C酌皮いo
have been lost and the population has I aαos&l 
dwindled ωhalf its former. size. life re. I “A chief's daughter admired one of my I 出版部の前慶大教授パーパ V グ氏編fv司
mains largely what it was a cent'ury ago; I ~if~'s. dre.::~es. ‘ M?y ~ have i~? ~ s_!1_~n pa~ Iーター.vョート・ストー甲イズJlt.ルー マユ
for the native of Yap rejωts with -scorrI I forit.' ‘Please take it as a gift.' The girlリアまで准出する事になっt:。プラ イス氏の
the products of civilization，日rmlybeliev-I would have none of that. Four slave吋fmlt務課Jlt.多数米関新聞紙の批評I!過般来
ing that any copying of alien custom wil什groanedinto our courtyard with a pretty Iお日l二かけれが今皮It.ロンド ν・タイムス統
anger his deities and bring down diseaseぺpennymeasuring 4 feet and weighing abou叶其他が鋒た揃へて主主讃して呉れれO^Aグテ
I 200 pounds." ¥ -担-*Ji:が「プライ λ氏の文章It.通俗小説家
of Parliament. and the House of Lords was I The coins are mad巴ofstone， with a hole ¥のやIれ4リL面白し、」と云ぴパーミ〆i1-A・
awaiting the King and Queen， At this mo.¥ in the middle. Wondering what to do with ¥ '"ー キュ明イ紙が「プライス氏It.極めて気持
町印t，he was discovered and asked to g仏 ¥ this one， the author found his perplexity ¥ !.告技巧た有ぜるライターで、氏の著書から
And in the summer time many a good ¥ relieved by the purchaser's fath巴r. The¥うんと引用してお目lこかげ皮いん7ごが、何う
democratic American comes ov町 ωtraceI chief sent back the dress on the ground Iしても氏の本た求めなさいとす弘める事た
his ancestry back ωWilliam the Conquer官!I that it was inde叩 nt-it∞ncealed his I以て安協して置かう」と云って呉れて居る。
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by正r.G. JV Wood!u:ad， C.B.E. 
A record of tP~if'lfy-three f/car.' 
e.'"苫B控iCIl坦nce.
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【ATest fo!' American Bu由 ess] I “wild men." r 強暴なる者ーらが~j.:t;.吋」と!
; の名義で (revolti;と)ilJ'1二乗ずる限な く抑
rugged individuaIism.素朴なる佃人主義 | へつ(';1:。
stock wateril1g and juggling. 水株たす~ I playing '~ith one's head. 自分の首たw
行 L1:り、父1:t:l't1也口、の手ぶら伎ふ、水すよ| ぶ二と、(自分の命が危いとの芯) i 
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th:ruugh thiek and thin. ~I可Uiftた:>tJÞ して、 1 search .旬。 fora O()CUlnent ~ .• coronet. 
E'んなこと y ふって t I ヨ:冠7ょョかくして}uるメ.-1 1た探す、自ijS l"JI盆
HitlEl'-Lmlendorff putsch of 1923. Hitler i かI:i分の系l況のlドにミlミ伐iai必、で Lあ'01:'
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guvel.説長名!1 ilて のいな穴 ら以むー卒後
banking OR hisnew smport..，ぬが釈し iI 1p二ケナ二り十許ぷ)部 tl'.trl 
く文 j?るLりにHU1.;-ζーかは5かで!)leI!えはしま認さのの公訴以 護
りH1L土 il リ主主まし必ず }I]定三氏来
a“va-banque" play. かーにちのlIi'il:言 1I し却iす 7.f泣紙 m 銭の良
楽[工ドイれ{;-の方に多〈兄られる ~Il >) i' 1ま限 、 、iR憾 :Jtぞ一手IJ1i-告
イ:?Mfでl:tVabanquespi宅1 11 '1-ω11J. ;{fむノβf目的タ使 iこ
the date of the sanguinary “party i 1 0 切し認にらのし(，I~ ;ら議
purge" 1934 "I:)，)j三!~けから七 JJ ー LI !， れ統治定一主主て会念者
iこかげてヒクトラーに好感ら示さなかっ 1I る lこ御1ii部隊参四との
1:73人のナチ ス台記:t1:pヒ Y トラーの命令 !I 迄ー了改令 1:(リ十し大
て虚-IrlJしれ1告の事た云ふ「血の清掃」とで 11 i ケ:Jjl(IE五比ま銭製菩li
L設すか 1 q，え年のい銭定し{産分
in the light of Iater inforrr凶 ion. 後の I1 i品目分程 7こー{員六活費た
f古寺誌から見れは z 
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Book by an lndustrial Magnate 
The Spi..itむf
Joponese Indust..y 
工業日本精神。ryGinj iro Fujihara 
'Translated inωEnglish by Y.. Fukukita 
Illustrated with j切rbeautiful Japanese c%ur 
prints and eight photographs 
Priee￥3.30 POJtage 22 
INFAR 
JAPAN 
Glimpses and Sketches 
611 Frank D. Dedges 
2.80 守 12J師
lt is one of the first・booksof this type to 
appear in more than twenty years， and 
one cannot but think of Lafcadio Hearn 
in the way in which Mr. Frank H. Hedges 
has written. 
T~田町E印加o依ki山山i泊M凶S a叫副t叩…cαU巴日a白f伝伽伽e印m…ns
pa叩ns訓lon0ぱfJapanese industry.τ:he author's bold and frank statements 
are not concerned with too detailed五gures，but what a Japanese mag. 
nate of industry has to say on the industries of his country and abroad deserves 
attenuon of everybody interested in the economic situation of Japan today. 
Mr. Fujihara tries to show that Japan's industrial advance has been well-
founded， and enumerates， among the reasons， those national traits which he 
believes have contributed to its phenomenal progress. The book is distinct 
from other English books of the kind and should prove of particular int~r巴st
to foreign readers in that the author of the notable Japanese book has addressed 
himself exclusively to his countrymen. 
The Japanese edition， which has gone through thir勿 impre.8ionB，
was among the best-sellers of 1935. 
本
巻 を 設 居 自 J . で を 文 日
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右設家ソ本設共ら顕はつ成本 わ取りを r，~全米特しに 'bj~
九で、 ン警児所ぎ何年てに 字:号リi:VlJな し文.D官作…米
波ム文時l工 t要る身代詩あ。;tfてせ ふら研感 、手fF!交
のり再晃代ア 得のキ子女I1 を~ ":1 ，:) iIで詰7¥“ばる詐究 i:il与;ZOL:. .鋲
賞 、完工よンる 1u\ま り .~{J ~t. 0 fi~ii 日 31< n カ~ 1)) f~ (f) .ft ~~i1 し iJ:
典 例及{)ゲで鈴 ー で(， !U1父 しな のは如 ?J料訴 のに C吹
で究 」主ん 口あ ~:t) 1よf.;'-;1::~ に f七 Jヤ .<: "1析やl>) t~}~ ，:.~:~ ~:.E ~f:Y. 1./ ~ t:♂ 
r九 十tr fうー行惨ふ ーか lf 脅 すを せ tJ7， m;》 が りど宗 ~lj ;.>~: I)i YT f~~ ?"T ;?{:す
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